Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow
by Gabrielle Zevin
F Zevin
Two friends have the world at their feet until they discover their success, brilliance, and money won’t protect them from their own creative ambitions or the betrayals of the heart.

Young Adult Fiction

As Long as the Lemon Trees Grow
by Zoulfa Katouh
YF Katouh
Volunteering at a hospital in Syria, Salama is torn between her loyalty to her country and her conviction to survive.

Nonfiction

Wise Gals
by Nathalia Holt
327.127 Hol
This is the never-before-told story of four female agents who were critical in helping to build a new organization that we now know as the CIA.

Devotions
by Mary Oliver
811.54 Oli
Carefully curated, these poems feature Oliver’s work from her very first book of poetry, published at the age of 28, through her most recent collection, published in 2015.

Call Us What We Carry: Poems
by Amanda Gorman
811.6 Gor
The presidential inaugural poet presents a collection of poems that includes the stirring poem read at the inauguration of the 46th President of the United States.

Master Slave Husband Wife: An Epic Journey from Slavery to Freedom
by Ilyon Woo
923.62 Woo
Recounts the extraordinary and harrowing true story of a young, enslaved couple who embarked on three epic journeys in one monumental bid for freedom.

In Love: A Memoir of Love and Loss
by Amy Bloom
Biography Bloom
Amy and Brian’s world was changed forever with his diagnosis of early onset Alzheimer’s.

I’m Glad My Mom Died
by Jennette McCurdy
Biography McCurdy
After her controlling mother dies, the author gets the help she needs to overcome eating disorders, addiction, and unhealthy relationships—and finally decides what she really wants for the first time in her life.

Titles sure to spark a lively discussion at your next book club
**Fiction**

**The First Ladies**
by Marie Benedict
F Benedict
Initially drawn together because of their shared belief in women’s rights and the power of education, civil rights activist Mary McLeod Bethune and First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt fight together for justice and equality.

**The Collected Regrets of Clover**
by Mikki Brammer
F Brammer
Clover, a death doula in NYC, has no life of her own until the final wishes of a feisty old woman send her across the country to uncover a forgotten love story.

**Horse**
by Geraldine Brooks
F Brooks
A scientist from Australia and a Nigerian-American art historian become connected by their shared interest in a 19th century race horse.

**Maame**
by Jessica George
F George
A young British Ghanaian woman navigates her 20s and finds her place in the world.

**The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store**
by James McBride
F McBride
When a skeleton is unearthed in small town Pennsylvania in 1972, an unforgettable cast of characters closely guard the secret of who the skeleton was and how it got there.

**Recitatif: A Story**
by Toni Morrison
F Morrison
Twyla and Roberta, friends since childhood who are seemingly at opposite ends of every problem as they grow older, cannot deny the deep bond their shared experience has forged between them.

**Hello Beautiful**
by Ann Napolitano
F Napolitano
Awarded a college basketball scholarship away from his childhood home silenced by tragedy, a young man befriends a spirited young woman who welcomes him into her loving, loud, chaotic household.

**Take My Hand**
by Dolen Perkins-Valdez
F Perkins-Valdez
A profoundly moving novel about a Black nurse in post-segregation Alabama who blows the whistle on a terrible wrong done to her patients.

**A Council of Dolls**
by Susan Power
F Power
Details the story of three women from different generations, told through the stories of the dolls they carried in 1888, 1925, and 1961 bringing to light the damage done to indigenous people through history.

**River Sing Me Home**
by Eleanor Shearer
F Shearer
In 1834 Barbados, after the master of the Providence plantation in Barbados refuses to let them go even though the king has decreed an end to slavery, Rachel escapes and embarks on a grueling, dangerous journey to find her five children.

**The Bandit Queens**
by Parini Shroff
F Shroff
Considered a “self-made” widow after the disappearance of her husband, Geeta, must decide how far she is willing to go to protect her fearsome reputation and the life she’s built.

**Portrait of an Unknown Woman**
by Daniel Silva
F Silva
Restorer and spy Gabriel Allon embarks on a dangerous hunt across Europe for the secret behind the forgery of a 17th-century masterpiece that has fooled experts and exchanged hands for millions.